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We recondition cars and 
repair them to resemble how 
they were in their prime so 

they can be sold online.
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Body WorkshopStorage in Private 
Car Deposit

Mechanical Re-
pairs and Tires
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Paint CabinClenaing and 
Porlishing

In the remarketing and fleet maintenance area we have implemented a 
unique workflow which allow us to carry out the required repairs for more 

than 200 vehicles on a weekly basis.



In the remarketing and 
fleet maintenance area we 

recondition all sorts of vehicles 
by performing:

All vehicles offered have 
to undergo a rigorous and 

exhaustive final control process 
to guarantee top quality and 

reliability to our clients.

TECNOVE Remarketing also 
takes care of collecting, 

inspecting and storing vehicles 
in our own private 36.000m2 car 

deposit. 

1 · Body Workshop 4 · Smart Repair area

2 · Paint cabin 5 · Cleaning and polishing

3 · Mechanical repairs and tires 6 · Storage in private car deposit

Body and paint restoration.
Mechanical diagnotics.
Wind screen repair or 
replacement.
Tire restoration or replacement.
Smart Repair.
Thorough cleaning and
top-down decontamination 
inside and outside the vehicles.
Transport.



We provide bodywork solutions and parts replacement whenever it would 
be necessary. Thanks to the strict controls that we apply to our repair, 
preparation and sanding process, we manage to safeguard the vehicles 
and handle them with the utmost care before moving on to the painting 
phase.

We repair and repaint tires and plastic surfaces whenever it would be 
possible to restore them without replacing them. And by doing so, we 
save in reconditioning budget costs benefiting both us and our clients.

Body workshop
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We have three state-of-the-art Paint Cabins, one of which is 
double-sized and can process three cars at a time.

We collaborate with top-market paint brands to ensure that 
the exterior appearance of the vehicle is as visually pleasing 
as long lasting.

Paint cabin
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We perform maintenance processes in accordance to the 
clients’ needs and desires. We also change tires and can offer 
a wide variety of tire types and brands to meet the clients’ 
expectations.

First-class spare parts guaranteed.

Mechanical repairs
and tires
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Thanks to our efforts that we put into the reconditioning 
process we bring back to life the interior of cars. We do so 
by restoring the upholstery of the seats, painting steering 
wheels and door handles, seam re-sewing, surface recovery 
and burns repair among many other procedures.

Smart Repair Area
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Exterior and interior top-down cleaning of the vehicles, full 
upholstery cleaning, polishing with top-quality tools and 
products.

We pay specially attention to the last steps of this phase to 
present the client with a car that may appear as brand new.

Cleaning and 
polishing
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We have a 36.000m2 private care deposit to store the vehicles 
before they are transported to the required locations for their 
purchase.

We offer a top-down reconditioning process including storage 
and logistics management.

Storage in private
car deposit
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“Working together for you”

Remarketing

tecnove@tecnove.com


